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ABSTRACT

A computer-aided detection processor has been

developed for a wideband passive sonar system. The processor

may be applied to a variety of passive systems. In addition to

the individual processor, a general framework for a computer

system that accepts and analyzes the vast quantity of data

generated a modern sonar suite has been developed. The output of

this computer system is an array of alerting functions that

measure the likelihood that a given coordinate vector is the

location of a target. The computer-aided detection processor for

wideband passive sonar systems is based on the Sequential

Likelihood Ratio (SLR) hypothesis test. Methods were developed

in this study to choose critical parameters of the processor and

to analyze its performance. The wideband passive SLR processor

outperformed a conventional processor in the sense of reducing the

required input signal-to-noise ratio required for 0.5 p-obability

of detection at a given fixed probability of false alarm by several

dB. The SLR processor is ideally suited for implementation on the

output of passive sonar systems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Two of the major problems faced by modern sonar

systems are the consolidation and presenLation of a potentially

large quantity of data and the ability of the sonar operator to

effectively assimilate and process these data. Potentially, a

modern sonar suite could be capable of delivering thousands (if

channels of information to the operator who in turn, even in in

alerted state, could not process all of this information. M(,reover,

operators do not typically perform in an alert manner when required

to search for extended periods of time, especially when the

incidence of contacts is low. The result of this is that sub-

marines may go undetected for longer than necessary, and when

detected, the resultant time available for classification and

tracking is reduced--possibly to an extent that seriously degrade
the ASW system's performance. Our approach to the solution of this
problem is to develop a computer processing system which can halndle
the vast quantity of data and in so doing operate in a near optimum

manner by virtue of an automatic tracking and integration algorithm

that uperates from update-to-update on the outputs of passive sonar:

search receivers.

Work under this contract has produced a general
framework for a computer system that will accept and analyze this

vast quantity of data. The output of this system will be an array
of alerting function values that measures the likelihood that a

target occupies each of the coordinate positions within the search

volume of the sonar. Information concerning the target track is
stored in ghe computer bank. During this study a computer pro-

cessor which analyzes the output of a wideband passive sonar

system has been developed. Previously, computer processors were

developed to analyze the outputs of two active processors, high-

and low-Doppler. The outputs of these processors were then
combined into a single output channel which could be used for
decision purposes.
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The processing is based on Sequential Likelihood

Ratio (SLR) procedures that have been investigated previously.

Briefly, the SLR processor combines a statistical decision test

(Wald's Sequential Probability Ratio Test) and a basic tracking

program. The tracking program selects target tracks that have

motion consistent with that of a submarine and the SLR test is
used to decide whether the track should be rejected or retained,

and, if retained, possibly displayed. The testing procedure

operates much like an alert operator but without the variability
of an operator who is, of course, susceptible to fatigue, sub-
Jectivity, boredom, poor training, and a host of other deterrents

to ideal, time invariant detection performance. More important

than this perhaps is the fact that the information handling
capacity of this computer process is far in excess of that of the
operator and is also subject to expansion as computer technology

improves, whereas the capacity of the human operator is unlikely

to be expanded.

'I . .

" I
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2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Several major items have been accomplished during

this study. This report is concerned with two of the principal

i tems:

i. Development of a general framework for coin-

bining multiple sonar receiver outputs to form alerting functions.

2. Development of a Sequential Likelihood Ratio

(SLR) processor for the output of a wideband passive sonar system.

Other items accomplished during this study are reported elsewhere.

These include the developuent of high- and low-Doppler SLR processor,

and the combination of the two outputs and the conduction of a dis-

play observer study using-active low-Doppler sea data and injected

targets.

The primary steps for combining multiple sonar
receiver outputs include SLR processing of each individual

• ~processing channel, weighting the results depending on expected-
S processor pe~rformnce, combining channels that have overlapping-

perfomance envelopes, e., g. , wideband &,nd narrowband pass•ive

processors, and choosing the maximum output-among the individual

and combined processors. Provision must be made for dimensionality

mismatch and varying resolution cell sizes of the separate processing

channels. The multireceiver processor is described in detail In

Section 3.0.

A major task of this contract was to adapt SLR
processing to videband passive receiver outputs. In order to do

this, certain receiver parameters and statistics must be assumed

N. A. Reeder, "Simultaneous Likelihood Ratio Processing for
Two Active Receivers," TRACOR Docunmnt T71-AU-9594-U, Vol. I,
25 August 1971; H. A. Reeder and D. W* Hamm, "Computer Aided
Detection for Active and Passive Sonar Syste'ms," TRAtOR Documsent
T73-AU-9519-U, 14 February 1973.

3
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for actual implementation. For active search receivers, treated

previously, the parameters and statistics of a typical modern

system were assumed. In keeping with this tradition, a typical

modern wideband passive system is postulated. This system consists

of a linear preformed-beam beamformer, square law detectors

followed by a finite time, perfect averagers. Moreover, it is

assumed that the averager output waveforms are stationary

processes, that is, time normalized. A block diagram of the

wideband system with the associated SLR processor is shown in

Fig. 2-1.

The implementation of the wideband passive SLR

processor is described in detail in Section 4.0. Briefly, the

input data are subjected to initial thresholding and converted

to a log likeiihood ratio based on an assumed signal-to-noise

ratio. A simple tracking process is carried out as illustrated

in Fig. 2-2. The purpose of the tracking algorithm is mainly to

eliminate target tracks whose movements are inconsistent with

those of an actual maneuvering subwarine, rather than to achieve

an accurate estimate of the target's position and motion. Ftr

simplicity the diagram snows only one event crossing the inttidlI

input threshold on update i. The shaded area shows the e••ected

allowable target movement. On update i-,l a single update event

occurs within the tracking window. The joint log likelihood rattlo

is formed by adding the two individual log likelihood ratios. i

results are subjected to the sequential decision test which uses

two thresholds based on the probabilities of incorrect decision.

If the joint log likelihood ratio is below the lower decision

threshold, TL, the track is deleted from the computer; that if,

the decision is made that the track is noise alone. It the joint

log likelihood ratio is above the upper decision threshold, TD,

the track is displayed to the operator; that is, the decision is

made that the track is signal plus noise. Also, the track is

retained by the computer. If the joint log likelihood ratio is

between the thresholds, the computor cotaioo the track for further
processing. This decision process is illustrated In Fig. 2-3.

it 1 4
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This tracking and decision procedure is carried out for as long

as the joint log likelihood ratio of the track remains above the

lower decision threshold. Typically, thousands of tracks may be

protcessed on any update and tracks may begin on any update.

The results of implementing the SLR processor on

the output of a wideband passive system is shown in Fig. 2-4. The

solid curves represent the probability of exceeding threshold vs

input signal-to-noise ratio for various number of updates. The

threshold is chosen to yield a specified probability of false

alarm, in this cae 10", under steady state noise only conditions.

A simila, curve for conventionally (non-SLR) processed data is

shown for one update. Note, that the performance of the SLR

processor or. the second update is roughly equivalent to the

pe:formance of the no,,-SLR processed data on a single update.

This is caused by the fact that the SLR is assumed to be operating

continuously on a noise field (which would be the case in an
operational implementation); he.r.ce, some spurious noise tracks

have had the opportunity to integrate up for a few updates. This
causes a slight rise in che.noise background. This ris'e is overcome

after a target track has been ii,.egrated over two updates. Aftier

integration over more updates occurs, significantly better

performance is acnieved. It is illustrative tu calculate the
required input signal-to-noise ratio for 0.5 protibility of

Sthreshold crossing.as a functi.-.t of the number of updates inre-
..grated. -Thth information is presented in Fig. 2-5 for bott- the

SSLR knd non-SLR. Again, the probability of false alarm hf'; been
" set at 10O3. After several updates, the SLR can clearly enhance[ the detection of marginal signal-to-n,.ise ratio tracks.

In each ni the above illustrations the SLR processed
data has been cowipared to non-SLR data, but always on a multi-

update basis against a single update basis. In order to assess

."8
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the difference on an equal multi-update basis, the following

comparison was made. Realizing that an operator would not call a
target detection on a single update basis, a sonar display was
hypothesized that presents to the operator the last five updates;

the operator is assumed to call a detection if at least three
marks appear on the display during any of the five consecutive

updates. After each update, the display is pushed down one,
eliminating the oldest update, and the next update is presented
at the top of the display, creating a "waterfall" effect. The
previous results were used to calculate the probability of

satisfying this criterion of three marks out of the last five
possible marks at least once during ten updates. The results
for both SLR and non-SLR are presented in Fig. 2-6. The input
signal-to-noise ratio required for 0.5 probability of detection
is approximately 4 dB less for the SLR processor than the

conventional processor after ten updates.

Another experiment was conducted where the inte-
gration time was reduced by a factor of 10 and the signal track

integrated for 50 updates. The results are presented in Fig.2-7
as signal points at a -25.9 dB input signal-to-noise ratio. The
point 5 is the results after 50 updates and corresponds in time to

the curve marked 5 for the longer integration time. This Vesult
shows that decreased sonar processor integration time and increased

SLR integration time yield better results. At time 5 the increase
in probability of detection is approximately 40%. Apparently with

faster updates, the SLR processor is able to reject noise tracks
in a shorter average time; hence, the noise background is reduced
but the integration of signal-plus-noise tracks remains approxi-

mately the same. This yields the improved performance.

In summary, the SLR processor is ideally suited for

implementation on the output of passive sonar systems. Available

gains due to SLR processing of passive sonar data appear to he

iI
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better than with active sonar systems since time between updates

generally may be much less than Lhe ping repetition rate. In

addition, an important step has been taken in the development of

computer based system to integrate the outputs of wideband and

narrowband passive sonar systems in a logical, meaningful manner.

14
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3.0 FRAMEWORK FOR INCLUSION OF MULTIPLE SONAR RECEIVER

OUTPUTS IN SLR PROCESSING

3.1 Formation of Multireceiver Joint Likelihood Ratios -

Alerting Functions

The objective of this section is to develop a
multichannel alerting algorithm for various input channels such

as high- and low-Doppler active search receiver outputs and
wideband and narrowband passive search receiver outputs. It is

assumed that each separate channel has been subjected to a
sequential likelihood ratio process that yields a likelihood

ratio for each resolution cell. For purposes of illustration
four processors will be considered: a low-Doppler processor
whose output is indexed by range and bearing; a high-Doppler
processor, indexed by range, bearing, and Doppler shift; a
wideband passive processor, indexed by bearing; and a narrowband

passive receiver, indexed by bearing and line frequency. These
four processors demonstrate a variety of problems inherent in
combining likelihood ratios with different dimensionality and

resolution cell sizes.

When all of the SLR ping-to-ping and update-to-
date tracking is accomplished on each receiver output, there will

exist the information shown in Fig. 3-1. For convenience, this
figuire shows the processed data in a continuous and unthresholdod
form, although in reality, each output is sampled and thresholded

so that the actual quantity of data will be less than that shown.
The task before us now is to adopt a method for combining these
outputs to form a measure of the likelihood that a target occupies
a given range-bearing cell. This will be approached by first

combining the two processed active outputs, then (conceptually)
combining the two passive system outputs and finally (again
conceptually) combining the joint active and passive outputs.

15
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The general idea here is to first combine those processors that

are most similar in processed data form and then combine the

results of these combinations.

In combining the outputs of two or more processors

we face problems related to different resolution cell size and

dimension mismatch. For example, in the active high- and low-

Doppler receivers we have tracks developing in the range, bearing

and Doppler dimensions of the former while tracks in the latter

develop in only the range and bearing dimensions. In addition, it

is possible to have a range cell size mismatch between these two

processor outputs since resolution in the low-Doppler receiver is

determined by the coded pulse bandwidth while range resolution in

the high-Doppler receiver is determined by the duration of a

long CW pulse. These differences are depicted in Figs. 3-1a

and 3-lb where in the case of the high-Doppler output the

ordinate is described by a pair of numbers, one giving the track

likelihood ratio, the other giving the associated Doppler. Clea,.ly,

for any given range-bearing cell in the high-Doppler system there

can be more than one (likelihood ratio, Doppler) pair since track-

ing is occurring in the Doppler dimension. To reduce the dimension-
ality to the range-bearing dimensions, the computer will retain

only the maximum likelihood ratio (and its associated Doppler) in

each range-bearing cell. This eliminates the problem of equalizing
the dimensionality between the two active systems.

3.1.1 Combination of Low- and Hi h-Doppler Active System

S- The next problem is one of mismatch between resolution

cell size. Figure 3-2 shows a representation of the outputs of

the SLR processed high- and low-Doppler active systems from

preformed beams steered in the same direction. The outputs have

17
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been time delayed as necessary so that each time resolution cell

covers the same range. The output from the low-Doppler SLR

processor has been serially OR-ed'over a range gate corresponding

i to the approximate length of a target or a display resolution cell.

This is done because eventually the output of the combined SLR

must be matched to a display for presentation and the serial OR at

this point reduces subsequent processing with almost no degradation

in performance. In any case the low- and high-Doppler outputs are

combined as shown in Fig. 3,2. This figure shows that in the low-

Doppler system four threshold exceedings have occurred during

the echo cycle shown. Each of these events leads to a check

for a threshold-exceeding event in the high-Doppler SLR processed

system output ithin high-Doppler range resolution cells which

encompass the range cell containing the low-Doppler event. If

V threshold-cxceedings do not occur on both system outputs within a

common high-Doppler ,range cell, then no track linkage is made

during the echo cycle under consideration. In this way the SLR

processed data from both active receivers is combined into a

conmon measure of the likelihood of target.

3.1.2 Combination of Wideband and Narrowband Passive

§ys.tem Oututs - It is desirable to find a single quantity which

represents both channels of passive information, or, more generally,

a quantity that represents the likelihood of a target being on a

particular bearing only. The first problem faced in finding a

J oint measure of passive information is a dimensionality mismatch.

For any given time, the -arrowbard information is indexed by

frequency .and bearing while the wideband information is indexed by

bearing only. Probably, the best way to approach this problem is

to adopt the same procedure as in the active case and reduce the

dimensionality of the n•'~rowband data, This may be done by a

Max-OR process. A similar procedure has been extensively analyzed

Serially OR'ed is a phrase that describes the process of
selecting ("discarding all those except") the sample whose
magnitude is maximum amongst a set of serially occurring samples.

"19
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and found to be an effective method of reducing the rate of data

cut of a narrowband processor.

Once the dimensionality has been matched, a combi-

nation process such as the active case may be carried out. This

involves adding log likelihood ratios that correspoaid to the same
bearing resolution cell and that exceed certain thresholds. The
results are joint log likelihood ratios that form a measure of the

probability there is a passively-detected target associated with
that bearing resolution cell.

3.1.3 Combination of Active and Passive SLR Processed

Data - It is assumed that each active and passive beam will have
a joint log likelihood ratio as a function of time associated

with it. The task is now to combine active and passive information.

Since each information channel is obtained in a different way and

in separate frequency bands, it is reasonable to assume tentatively
that they are statistically independent; hence, the joint active-

passive log likelihood ratio is just the sum of the two individual

log likelihood ratios. The essential problem in this case is the

dimensionality mismatch mentioned previously. The passive informa-
tion is indexed by bearing and time only while the active is
indexed by range, bearing and time.

Recall from Fig. 3-1 that for the passive systems we

have log likelihood ratios indexed by bearing and time. This means

that when the joint log likelihood ratios are formed, we will have

for the passive receivers a single measure of the likelihood of
"target for each resolvable bearing and at each instant of time,

t Similarly, for the active systems we will have a set of joint log

likelihood ratios indexed by range and bearing, and by time or ping

J. J. Dow, B. H. Brown, and W. B. Butler, "Determination of

the Detection Performance of the Several Passive Narrowband Multi-
beam Search Receivers (U),I011 RACOR Document T72-AU-7072-S, Vols. I
and II, 14 July 1972.
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number. These arrays of numbers are shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 3-3. This figure shows the output of the joint SLR processed

passive data which exists at time A,, as well as the joint SLR

processed active data during a ping cycle which exists over a time
period that encompasses the time A. Since no range information is

currently available from the passive search system, the selected

active joint log likelihood ratios will be enhanced by summing

them with the last available and relevant passive log likelihood

ratios that occur on the same bearing. By "selected" we mean that

a threshold test would be applied to the active data before linking

to it the thresholded passive data. The levels at which these
thresholds will ultimately be set will depend upon the available

computer capacity. That is, ideally it would be desirable to

perform no thresholding until all of the joint active and passive

log likelihood ratios have been formed. However, from a realistic
viewpoint there must be the capability for reducing the amount of

data stored in the shipboard computer.

The computer algorithm which will perform sequential
likelihood ratio tracking and joint log likelihood ratio formation
on the outputs of active high- and low-Doppler and passive narrow-

band and wideband outputs is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 3-4.

This figure shows each of the active and passive SLR
processed outputs being applied to threshold circuits and then
to weighting circuits. The purpose of the threshold circuits is
primarily to control computer loading. This will be accomplished
in the following manner. The outputs of each of the SLR processors
shown in Fig. 3-4 will be unthresholded Lracks and thus will con-
tain numerous spurious noise tracks. Ideally, we would prefer to
defer any decision with regard to threshold as late in the process-
ing .. ,ossible so that low signal-to-noise ratio tracks will be

enhanced as much as possible by the process of joint tracking and

44 ..
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likelihood ratio formation. However, it will be necessary to

provide a means of controlling the number of tracks so that the

computer storage capacity is not exceeded. This then is the

function of the adjustable thresholds shown in Fig. 3-4.

The thresholded data are then passed to circuits

which weight the log likelihood ratios according to a predicted per-

formance envelope. The weighting of the SLR processed output of

each sonar receiver is necessary from the standpoint of performance.

When one can predict that a certain processor will not perform

beyond a certain range under a specific set of conditions then it is

obvious that the inclusion of that processor's output in the final

joint log likelihood ratio will only serve to degrade otherwise

potentially sound tracks. As an example of this use of weightings,

consider the situation where the speed of a given target in the

active system is estimated to be near zero. There are other con-

ditions such as own ship speed, sea state, and propagation loss

which when combined with sufficiently low target speed would

result in a very low probability of threshold crossing in the

passive wideband receiver at all but very small target ranges.

Such a prediction will of course require that one assume some

radiated spectrum level versus speed function for the potential

target. This may be accomplished by considering those enemy

submarines of interest which exhibit the highest radiated noise

level as a function of speed and obtaining an average relationship

for these targets to be used as input to the performance prediction

subroutine. This approach will result in a maximum average

detection envelope and thus will result in weightings for the

wideband passive system output which will ensure (statistically)

that all targets of interest will be processed. When in error,

as for example when a quieter submarine is actually present, the

overall log likelihood ratios will suffer some degradation as a

result of the conservative manner in which weightings are derived.

However, the individual receiver log likelihood ratios will not be

degraded.
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These weights will, without an, other data available,

be either zero or one, and will be indexed by rangeý and bearing

angle. Fig. 3-5 shows an example of the weighting function for

the wideband passive system as well as the manner in which it is

derived. As shown in this figure, the probability of exceeding

threshold as a function of range is used to determine some

performance threshold and hence a maximum performance range Rmax*

This information is used to form the weighting function which

acts, in fact, as a performance envelope gate for the data

emerging from each channel of the multireceiver system.

At the output of the weighting circuits the four chan-

nels of data are combined not only into active and passive joint log

likelihood ratios and a joint active/passive log likelihood ratio,
but also in other various ways. Namely, in addition to the joint

log likelihood ratios just mentioned, the individual log likeli-

hood ratios are preserved separately as well as combined into other

Joint.functions. Specifically, the joint log likelihood ratios
may be based on passive wideband and active high-Doppler outputs

as well as passive narrowband and active low-Doppler outputs. In
this way the system consists of nine different channels of output
SLR data.

Consider for a moment the reasons for producing an

output of this type. To begin with, if we could predict exactly

for a given target and environment, the performance envelope of

each of the four receivers, and thus quite accurately accept or

reject those receiver outputs which should or should not contribute
constructively to the overall joint log likelihood ratio, then

there would be no need for a multichannel output. To some extent

we can do this--in particular according to the weighting mechanism

described earlier. However, it is not Possible to forecast a priori

the exact performance envelope for every target type and environment
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and then select the proper envelope and weight. Since we have

chosen to use performance envelopes based on best case character-

istics (e.g., a noisy target) there will arise cases where a

receiver has no chance of detecting the target even though the

T weight is equal to unity (e.g., a very quiet target). In this

ýS instance the wideband passive receiver will contribute a

noisy output to the joint likelihood ratio. In general there

may very well be cases where one channel by itself could cause an

alarm but when combined with other nonperforming, noisy channels

of data, the chance to detect is lost. This possibility can be

dealt with by allowing each channel to generate an alarm on its

own.

Actually, the situation we have here is quite

analogous to the problem of detecting a narrowband signal in a

wideband noise background when the carrier frequency of the signal

is not known a priori.

It is known that the optimum approach to detecting

this signal is to design a bank of contiguous filters, each

having a center frequency which the signal carrier frequency may

conditionally take on, Thus each channel of this system is optimum

for detecting the signal under the condition that the carrier

frequency of the signal is equal to the center frequency of the

channel. The remaining part of the processing in this case is

to select the filter output whose likelihood ratio is maximum.

By analogy then we can view our multichannel system as consisting

of several channels each of which is optimum under some condition
ticW. cannot be predetermined. That is, if the performance

curves of each of the four input channels overlap for some set of

*E. J. Kelly, 1. S. Reed, and W. L. Root, "Detection of Radar

Echoes in NoiseI," Journal of the Society of Industrial Applied
Mathematics, pp 309-341, Vol. -, No. 2. June 1960.
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conditions, then the overall joint active/passive log likelihood

ratio channel will be the optimum channel and will control the
output of the OR-gate shown in Fig. 3-4. If,on the other hand,
the target is a high speed, bow aspect target such that these

K and other conditions render the active high-Doppler and passive
wideband combination optimum, then this channel will dominate
the OR-gate output and lead to an alerting function.

The price that is paid by taking this approach is
an increased number of opportunities to false alarm which

can be compensated for by increased thresholds which in turn
leads to some decrease in detection capability. However,
theoretical considerations indicate that there will be a net

gain by this approach.

It will be recognized in Fig. 3-4 that not all com-
binations of the four receiver outputs are considered. There are
in fact fifteen different combinations which could be formed from
the original four channels of data. We have selected certain

channels which appear reasonable. That is, we have the overall

joint active/passive channel which will be optimum when all per-
formance curves overlap. There are also the individual log
likelihood ratio channels, one of which can produce an alarm

should the other three channels be inoperable by virtue of the
constructed performance envelopes. The combination of both passive
channels results in a detection channel which should be effective
against torpedoes where active receiver performance is seriously
degraded by small target strengths. The combined active channels
are effective against a deep, quiet submarine running at a speed
greater than zero knots but just below the cavitation inception
speed. The combination of active high-Doppler and passive wideband
is a reasonable choice for a high speed sub, while the combination
of active low-Doppler and passive narrowband receiver outputs may
be the optimum means of detecting a very low speed sub.

28
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dfeWhat must be established is the performance of

different configurations of the automatic alerting system under
a variety of input conditions which represent real world situa-
tions. This is necessary so that we can make an intelligent

choice of a single configuration with respect to both detection
performance and computer requirements.

• " .... 2 q
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4.0 WIDEBAND PASSIVE SLR PROCESSOR

4.1 Introduction

One of the major tasks of the present contract is

to adapt SLR processing to wideband passive receiver outputs. In

order to do this certain receiver parameters and statistics must

be assumed. For active search receivers, the parameters and sta-

tistics of a specific modern sonar have been assumed. In keeping

with this tradition, a typical modern wideband passive receiver

system is assumed. This system consists of a preformed-beam

beamformer, square law detectors and averagers followed by a

normalizer subsystem which is assumed to provide a stationary

noise background.

4.2 Systen Desc-iption

A block diagram of the wideband system with the
associated SLR tracker is shown in Fig. 4-I. The first section

of the system is a beamformeT that takes stave outputs and forms
48 beams for 3600 of azimuthal coverage. Each beam is bandlimited
from 150 to 3000 Hz. The output of the beamformer is square law
detected and integrated for two minutes. The integration is
followed by a spatial normalizer. For the purposes of this study,
it is assumed that this normalization has been carried out and the
system is receiving isotropic noise that is Gaussianly distributed.

At this point there exist processed preformed beam

outputs which are conventionally displayed on a bearing-time

recorder. Figure 4-2 gives representations of the outputs of the

various preformed beams at successive times a1, 42, and A3 . These

samples are approximately Gaussianly distributed with zero mean

for those beams containing no signal, i.e., the noise mean has

Sbeen removed. For those beams whose outputs are influenced by

30
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the presence at a signal the samples are also approximately

.1 Gaussianly distributed but with nonzero mean. This effect is

I shown by the dashed curves which represent the mean value of the

receive beam outputs. * In the vicinity of a target signal the beam

outputs not only exhibit a no~nzero mean, but are also more cor-

1 related than those away from a target signal. However, as shown

1 later, the input signal-to-noise ratios for marginal detection

i ~are on the order of -27 dB, and at this level the side lobes con-

tribute very little to the detectability of the signal. For this

reason the simple process of using only the main signal lobe was

adopted.

I Once this processing method had been selected the

next. step is to track the processed data. Briefly, as shown in

Fig. 4-2, taach sample--actually the processed sample amplitude
* shown by the right-hand ordinates--which exceeds a preset

- threshold is passed to the tracking section of the computer.

Its processed amplitude and beari ng are noted and a bearing for

the next time, Aý2, is projected,along With a track window whose

4 width is set initially by the expected maximum target dynamics and

the time between updates (62 - 1 . if a sample at time I2 exceeds

threshold and falls within the window", the two successive processed

amplitudes are summed. The position (beam number) of the new

- sample is noted and an expected position is extrapolated-to the

next time, 6 along with a new track window.

~The particular shape of these mean value curves is determined
by the signal.-to-noise ratio, the spectral density funictiorn oi
the signal and the array beam patterns.

33
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sjt t Tracks that are generated in this fashion are next
.......... subjected to sequential threshold testing. Those tracks which

exceed the upper threshold are then passed to the joint multi-

receiver likelihood ratio formation portion of the computer

processor.

4.3 Likelihood Ratio for Decision Making

The Sequential Likelihood Ratio processor decision

test uses the' track joint log likelihood ratio to accept or reject
5I

candidate tracks as signal-plus-noise or noise alone. The like-

lihood ratio t(x) is defined by

p0(x)

where pl(x) and po(x) are the probability density functions

associated with the hypotheses HI and H, respectively. The like-

lihood ratio is shown graphically in Fig. 4-3. In the case at
hand, H1 is the hypothesis that the track is signal-plus-noise

and Ho is the hypothesis that the track is noise alone. The

likelihood ratio plays a fundamental role in statistical decision
theory. It may be shown that when the costs of incorrect deci-

sions are unknown, the probability of- detection may be

maximized for a fixed false alarm probability by a threshold test
on the likelihood ratio.*

The possible incorrect decisions are deciding that the

I i track is signal plus noise when the track is noise or vice versa.
C. W. Ilelstrom, "Statistical Theory of Signal Detection,"

MacMillan, New York, 1960.
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If n observations of the quantity x are to be made

at separate points in time, or specifically after successive

integration times, thereby resulting in the sequence (x1, x2  x,

x ,then a joint likelihood ratio, t(x1, x2, x3, ... , xn)
can be defined based upon the n dimensional probability density

functions, IpI(xl1, x2 ) x3, "* xn )and po(xl, x2, x3, ... ) X
similar to p 0(x) and p,(x). The joint likelihood ratio is then

xxf,(l)x2 xlA PO( 1  x2, 3 n*bk~j K2  ~ n p(x 1, x, x3  .. , x7)

If the observations (xxx,.00, xn can be considered

statistically independent, then the appropriate multidimensional

probability density function can be described as the product of

the individual probability density functions; thus,

p1(x 1) Pl(x2) *pl(x 3 ) *lKn
'(x , X x3~ .. n) 0( 1) P (X2) * p 0(x3 ) * P o ~ n

tThis yields a significant simplification in the determination of
pocessor output statistics, and leads to the suggestion of the
log likelihood ratio, L(xi), which is formed by taking the
Logarithmn of (.(xi), thus

L(xi) Log Ct(xi)1 - Log

Lx Log Cp~,) o Coxi)!, and

I.X1,x x3, ... ) - (x1) + L(X'+ L( 3) + .. ,+ L-(x1).

6l
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S66500 TRACOR LANE. AUSTIN. TEXAS 78721I The procedure of adding rather than multiplying lends itself quite
well to a digital computer; however, the process of taking loga-rithms can be time consuming. Fortunately, for the assumed
processor the log likelihood ratio is a linear function of the
input data. For more general systems where the input statistics
are Gaussian the log likelihood ratio is approximately a linear
function of the input data. These results are discussed in the
next section.

4.4 Log Likelihood Ratio Equation

4.4.1 Derivation of the Log Likelihood Ratio for the
Wideband Passive System - The statistical distribution of theoutput of a square law envelope detector operating on a zero-mean
Gaussian signal is well known. If the bandwidth-averaging time
(3T) is equal to unity, and the output is distributed as an
exponential density, then

1 ( e N x>O (4-1)fS+ N(x) o21I-"

where p oS2/(2) is the power signal-to-noise ratio. It is
mathematically convenient to set N 1. This simply means that2the output is scaled by the reciprocal of the noise variance.

In the wideband passive receiver M independent
envelope samples are integrated to generate one output sample,
y. The sum of M exponential rancdom vaviables is a Gamma random
variable and the density function is

(1 YH I" o-Y/(l+o), y>O. (4-2)
f s + N 

C/(l + Y(4-(2 )

"I * ~ tr-om, cp. c.iL.

. . . . . . . . .... ....................



NO.-rg~y6500 TRACOR LANE, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78721I In this case M is equal to the $--product of the wideband
receiver, M (3000 -150)4120 =342,000.

The noise density function may be obtained by
settingp P 0 in Eq. (4-2). The li-kelihood ratio, 1(x),
is easily found to be

t' () fS+ N(x)/fli(x)

-1e'( +e/M1 -

(I + 0) M(M -1)1 
e

~i,~1+ D)1(

and thca log likelihood ratio, L(y), is

L(y) log t(y) yo/(l + 0) M log (1 + 0). (4-3)

The log likelihood ratio equation is a simple linear equation

of the output of the passive receiver. This simplifies the

initial SLR processings.

4.4.2 Generality of Log Likelihood Ratio Equation -A

V particular wideband passive processor has been assumed and

analyzed. A question arises as to the applicability of the

results obtained using this processor and its associated sta-
tistics. It turns out that the results may be applied to aP wide variety of processors. Since the integration ttme is long
and the bandwidth large, the number of independent samples stumned

is very large. By the central limitL theorem of probaibility the-ory
one can assume the output will be caussian to ai very good approxt-
mntion. This will be true for almost any type of distribution of
the input into the integrator.
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Hence, it is seen that the output statistics will

be of similar form regardless of the type of envelope detector,
although means and standard deviations may vary from processor

to processor. To obtain a comparison with prev4.)us *results, it

is necessary to make the important assumption that the standard

deviation at the output of the envelope is the same for noise
alone as for signal-plus-noise. For small inout signial-to-noise

(less than -20 dB) this has been found to be approximately true

of a variety of processors.* At higher sigral-to-noise ratios

this approximation is bad; however, it is the small signal-to-noise

ratios that the SLR will aid in detecting while the higher signal-

to-noise ratios will be detected regardless. As a practical matter,

this assumption does not impair the ability of the SLR processor.

For purposes of comparison with Section 4.4.1, let

the noise standard deviation be equel to unity and furthermore

let the output be shifted so the ot.itput noise samples have mean M.

If the signal-to-noise ratio is o after envelope detection, that

is, equal to the signal-to-noise Used i-i Section 4.4.1, then the

signal-to-noise ratio after integrating is

%out-'4.0 = uS + N M

Solving for the output signal mean,

US + N W ( + O)M.

The output signal-plus-noise density is given by

i(- G + OM l2

S + N) (4-4)

Leon Camp, "Underwater Acoustics," Wiley-Interscience,

New York, 1970.

39
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1' and the output noise density by

(y M)
W e- 2M- (4-5)fN(Y) - "2--r

The likelihood ratio may be found from

t(Y) - fs + N(Y)/fN(Y)

- M(2p + o2)/2

and the log likelihood ratio is

02

L(y) - Py - M(P +

If p is very small, and it is for the region of interest,

* L(y) = y - Mo (4-6)

by neglecting the second order term in o. In comparison,

Eq. (4-3) for the assumption of a very small 0 yields

L(y) - oy - Mo

ý2 •
since log (I + 6) -6 + r- osbi

Therefore, the same approximate likelihood ratio is obtained
and the statistics (after scaling and mean shift) -ire nearly
the same. Since the above properties, output statistics and

log likelihood ratios, determine the SLR performance, the use

of the square-law model should not be too restrictive.

40
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4.5 Sequential Likelihood Ratio Testing

As stated previously statistical tests based on the

likelihood ratio, or equivalently the log likelihood ratio, are

optimal in the sense of maximizing the probability of detection

for a fixed false alarm probability. When multiple track samples

are considered, there is another possible improvement. The

technique is known as sequential testing, and requires that two

thresholds, TL and TD be established. In the case at hand, the

threshold TL, with (x) (xi, Xi+l, ... , Xj-l, x ). is chosen

such that if the value of the log likelihood ratio, L(x),

falls below TL, the decision is made that H is true, that no

target is present. Thus, the track is rejected as noise, and the

testing chain stops.

Similarly, TD is chosen such that if t(x) exceeds

TD, the decision is made that H, is true that a target is present.

This completes the detection process in a sense, but in our

application the testing procedure does not stop. Rather, the

sequential testing continues and forms an automatic track. If

the value of L(x) lies between the thresholds, that is, if

TL L <x TD
TL D~

then the decision is made to retain the track, but not display it.
Following this, another sample is taken, L(x) is updated, and the

new L(1) is compared with TL and TD.

This process is very similar to the random walk
problem, and it can be shown that eventually, with probability 1,

one of the two thresholds will be crossed and a decision will be

reached. Three possible outcomes are shown in Fig. 4-4. For

the sequential test described above, the average number of samples

required to reach a decision is less than the number required for

41
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a fixed sample-size test with the same probabilities of error,

a and 8. If the track is a target, a greater number of samples

may be required for a decision.

It is this lower average number of samples that

constitutes an improvement over a rigid, fixed sample-size test.

In fact, the conventional processor which uses fixed integration

time, and then displays, is equivalent to a fixed sample-size test.

The SLR processor is essentially a viable time integrator that

I will generally integrate signal-plus-noise tracks for longer

periods of time than noise tracks, yielding improved performance.

That is, for any fixed amount of Lime (many independent samples),

V the conventional processor will always integrate all the independent

samples, whether noise or signal-plus-noise. In the SLR processor,

if several updates are considered in this same period of time, some

noise tracks will be rejected, reducing the average integrated

noise level. A few signal-plus-noise tracks will be rejected

also (the number depends on track signal-to-noise ratio, design

signal-to-noise ratio, etc.); however, much fewer signal-plus-noise

tracks will be rejected than noise tracks. The integrated signal-

plus-noise level will be virtually unchanged on the average for

signal-to-noise ratios at or above the design signal-to-noise

ratio. When this integrated signal-plus-noise level is compared

with the reduced noise level, the gain in performance is realized.

4.6 Tracking Algorithm

Vie tracking procedure has been described briefly in

Section 4.2. The primary purpose of the tracking algorithm is to

eliminate target tracks whose movements are inconsistent with those

of an actual maneuvering submarine, rather than to achieve an accu-

rate estimate of the target's position and motion. The tracking
process is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4-5. For simplicity of

illustration, the figure shows only one event that crosses the input

-43
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threshold, that is, its single sample log likelihood ratio crosses

k the lower decision threshold, TL. The expected allowable target

movement in bearing is shown by the shaded area. On update i+l

another single update event is observed within the established

track window. The joint log likelihood ratio is calculated for

the two track samples. If the track statistic is above the lower

decision threshold, the track is continued ard another tracking

window established. If the statistic is below the threshold, the

track is rejected and deleted from the computer. The track is

shown in Fig. 4-5 as it continues through several updates. If

a single update event does not occur within an established track

window due to signal fluctuations, the track is not automatically

deleted. Rather the track log likelihood ratio is degraded and

if it is still above the lower decision threshold, the track is

projected ahead. Hence, Lrack continuity may be maintained on

a fluctuating target signal.

In the actual implementation many tracks may start

on any update and be tracked simultaneously. The tracking pro-

cedure is sufficiently simple that a modeste computer may be used

to accomplish all necessary operations in real time.

4.7 Summary

4.7.1 Introduction - This section describes the computer

process designed to accomplish SLR processing on multibeam output

data from a wideband passive sonar signal processor. This computer

process is implemented on a UNIVAC 1108 digital computer. The

characteristics of this particular implementation are such that

the process may be implemented on a reasonably modest, state-

of-the-art digital computer, such as can be lound on board
newer ships, or alternatively, on special purpose digital

ha rdware.

j ~By modest, we mean a computer si-nitav to the AN/UYK-7 computer
with approximately 207 of core and execution time dedicated to the

Weband passive SLR system.
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"Ihe overall purpose of the SLR process is to produce

a sonar display with reduced noise background marking, wherein the

digital processor can perform long term integration for any single

update events which are not large enough to display initially. In

this manner, the sonar operator may remain alerted for longer

periods of time, as well as becoming alerted earlier than with

only the conventional processor. This process has been designed

as a function which can be inserted into a conventional wideband

passive sonar processing system between the output of the signal

processor and the cathode ray tube (CRT) display or as input to

the multireceiver automatic alerting system. The primary require-

ment for its implementation is a digital computer with sufficient

capacity, or specialized digital hardware.

The information flow in the SLR computer process

is shown in Fig. 4-6. Thu remainder of this section is devoted

to a more detailed explanation of the process.

4.7.2 Preliminary Data Reduction - For the purpose of

this explanation it is assumed that the output of the sonar signal

processor is time and bearing normalizedO Thus, the normalized

data from the current update are processed first by the

Preliminary Data.Reduction section. This section has three pur-

poses. First, the data received are grouped into slngle-update

event packages and, if necessary, are converted from analog to

digital format. These single-update event packages ý:oaxtain bearing

and amplitude information of each data point from the processor

output. In order to facilitatc digital computer processing with
the SLR method, the parameters which describe a single update
event package are divided into bearing resolution cells, normally

beam outputs.

Ibis is a basic assumption and is necessary in order to
evaluate correctly the likelihood ratio of the output sample for
each time and bearing resolution cell.
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Second, the section performs a preliminary or

initial thresholding function mentioned earlier. Third, the

amplitude of each data point which passed the preliminary

threshold is mapped to the logarithm of its likelihood ratio,

using the linear equation derived previously. The output of

the Preliminary Data Reduction section is passed to two sections,

New/Status Linkage, .and Secondary Data Reduction.

4.7.3 New/Status Linkage - The New/Status Linkage section

receives two inputs; one is the reduced single update sonar output

from the Preliminary Data Reduction section, and the other is the

series of multiupdate event packages containing the joint log

likelihood ratio, beam number, and projected search window from

the previous status file. Each event package is called one status

unit.

4.7.3.1 Status File - Each event package, or status unit

stored in the status file is represented by four functional
quantities which are listed below:

I. The event position vector made up of the

coordinates from the preceding update;

2. The expected event position vector made

up of the predicted coordinates for the

current update;

3. The search area or volume for the current
update; and

S4. The joint log likelihood ratio resulting

from the previous updates.

The number of dimensions of position vecLow-s and search areas

depends upon the sonar system. That is, '.he number of dimensions

depends upon the number of coordinates thaz can be measured for

48
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each sample by the sonar system, in this case bearing only. The

search area or volume defines the region centered about the

expected position vector within which legitimate linkages can

occur during the current update with the event logged in the

status unit.

4.7.3.2 Linkage Process - The New/Status Linkage section

compares each status unit with the single update event packages

from the reduced sonar output. If the single update event position

vector lies within the search area of the status unit, the single

update event is said to be linked with the status file entry.

When this situation occurs, the joint log likelihood ratio of the

new multiupdate event is formed by the process described earlier

in this section and is then tested against the lower decision

threshold, TL.

If this new joint log likelihood ratio is greater

than TL, then a new status unit is formed, with information from

the old status unit being processed in conjunction with the single

update event package to generate a new event position vector, a new

estimated position vector, and a new search area for the iew

status unit. If the new joint log likelihood ratio is less than

TL, then hypothesis H0 is chosen and the track linkage is

discarded, precluding the calculation of a new status unit.

2 'A status unit is allowed to link with all events

which fall within its projected search area. Similarly, a single

update event can fall within the search areas of several status

units and hence be linked in several ways. This procedure allows

many incorrect linkages, but since all incorrect linkages will

yield a noise track, the process will decrease the log likelihood

ratio and the track will eventually be dropped. The process will

reach a steady-state condition in which as many noise tracks are

being discarded as are being added, on the average.

j 49
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4.7.4 Secondary Data Reduction - The reduced sonar output

from the Preliminary Data Reduction section is processed by the

Secondary Data Reduction section. This section tests the log

likelihood ratio of the single update event package against the

lower decision threshold, TL, and makes the appropriate decision.

If the single update event exceeds the threshold, a new status

unit is created on a single update basis.

Upon initialization of the SLR computer process,

there are no previously acquired status units, hence the Secondary

Data Reduction section is the only section capable of producing a

status unit. In each update, it is here that new tracks are

started. Note that the entire process does not prevent a single

large update sample from being entered into the status file and

being placed upon the output display immediately.

4.7.5 Status Data Reduction - The status file information

is utilized in two ways in the SLR computer process. As described

above, each status unit is furnished to the New/Status Linkage

section to determine linkages and form target tracks. Also, the

e entire status file is passed through the Status Data Reduction

sectioni. The purpose of this section is to maintain a strong

target track even though the current update did not produce a

linkage with this track.

This function is accomplished by assuming that each

status unit is linked with a small single update event whose log

likelihood ratio was just below TL, and whose position vector was

the same as the expected position vector of the status unit being

processed. The search area is enlarged to accotmodate the

increased uncertainty of target position, and a possible new

status unit is formed. The log likelihood ratio of the new status
Sunit is tested against TL, and the appropriate decision is made.

U50
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If the new status unit exceeds the threshold, it is passed to the

next processing section. This procedure helps to avoid losing a

well-established track because of a single miss, yet a noise track

is discarded quickly because of the degradation.

4.7.6 Redundancy Removal - From the above discussion, it

can be seen that there are three sections in the SLR process

capable of producing status units to be entered into the current

status file. The three sections are listed below:

1. New/Status Linkage;

2. Secondary Data Reduction; and

3. Status Data Reduction.

Since these three sections operate independently in generating

possible status units, there is a possibility that some of the

szatus units will be redundant, that is, several may have the

,ame predicted location vector and the same present location

vector, in terms of resolution cells. This redundancy can be

caused in a number of ways. For example, a single update entry

may be formed, a linkage may be formed with the single update entry

and a track propagation entry may be formed, all with the same

present and expected position vectors. The redundancy removal
section scans all entries to determine these redundancies and

removes all except the status unit with the largest log likelihood

ratio.

The output of the Redundancy Removal section is
the new status file for the current update. This is placed in

storage for the next update, and is made available to the Output

Display.
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4.7.7 Output Display - The Output Display section is

assumed to be part of the original sonar system. Hence, the

operator should have control of the display threshold, TD. By

increasing this threshold, the operator can reduce the noise

marking to a more acceptable rate with the SLR and retain the

same target information as without the SLR processor. When the
operator becomes alerted, he can lower the display threshold in

order to look at the status file in more detail, since a change in

in the display threshold immediately changes what information is

displayed. There is no need to wait for past events to accumulate

on the display, since the accumulation has already occurred and is

stored in the status file.

Note that the SLR processor does not include a

fundamental specification of the number of updates over which

integration will be carried. Rather, a single status unit could

represent a track that has been carried for an indefinite number

of updates. Note also that a change in the lower decision

threshold does not affect the degree of clutter on the display,

but only the amount of processing and storage. Hence there is

significant improvement over conventional approaches which allow

update-to-update integration only through the operat• looking

at the display, in which it is necessary to operate with a noise
marking rate sufficient to allow small signals to mark the display

so that the update-to-update integration process may begin.

½5
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5.0 ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE WIDEBAND
PASSIVE SLR PROCESSOR

V

5.1 Introduction and Summary

After implementation of the SLR processor, its
output was analyzed to determine proper parameter values to

maximize performance and to measure actual performance. The

parameter values that were determined were the design signal-to-

noise ratio and the tracking window width. A method was developed

to find analytically the design signal-to-noise ratio which is

consistent with computer loading and detection performance.

A previous study* indicated that reduction of the track window

can dramatically increase performance gains. A study was under-

taken to assess the performance of the wideband passive SLR with

and without bearing tracking.

It was found that for a representative passive

array, beam patterns were such that, due to overlap, target track

amplitudes built up quickly through the sidelobes ot the beams

adjacent to the beam occupied by the target. Hence, it is not

necessarily advantageous to track between beams. This result

does depend on the tactical situation. If the target bearing rate

is fast enough, the target will remain in any one beam for only

two or three updates, then this conclusion is not valid and linkage

between beams is definitely desirable. However, to achieve this

bearing rate, the target must be moving at a high rate of speed

or be very near the sonar receiver, in either case detection on a

single update basis should not be a problem. The performance ot

Sthe SLR processor was compared to t non-SLR (conventional) processor

on the basis of required input signal-to-noise ratio to achieve

0.5 probability of detection at a fixed false alarm rate, both on

*|. A. Reeder, "Simultaneous Likelihood Ratio Processing for

i Two Active Processors," T71-AU-9594-U, 25 August 1971.
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a single update basis and on a "three-out-of-last-five-marks"

detection criterion.

5.2 Choice of Design Signal-to-Noise Ratio

In section 4.4 the log likelihood ratio for the

wideband passive sonar processor was derived. The key parameter

in the equation is the assumed signal-to-noise ratio, , = 22/a,

at the input to the square law detector. The value of this
parameter determines the proper choice between the two alternative

hypotheses in the sequential test. That is, the test is conducted

between two alternatives: H0 , that the track is noise alone, =0,

and HI, that the track is signal plus noise with signal-to-noise

ratio :o" The most desirable test would be that of test between

- 0 and P > 0; however, this test is difficult to implement.

Wald* has shown that the test used in the SLR processor, that is,

= 0 versus P = •o results in an effective test of c = 0 versus

6 where 0 e 6 e 0. This phenomenon has been observed

previously** where it was pointed out that targets with signal-

to-noise ratios 3 to 4 dB less than the design signal-to-noise

ratio were detected with greater than 0.5 probability. This

phenomenon was again observed in this study.

In previous studies the design signal-to-noise raLio

was chosen empirically on the basis of observed computer loading and

desired detection performance. However for this study a procedure

for choosing the design signal-to-noise was developed that takes

into account the tracking window size and the probability of detec-

tion. The basic procedure may be applied to other previously

developed SLR processors. 'Tis procedure ignores computer loading

A. Wald, Sequential Analysis, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
Second Printing, 1948.

It. A. Reeder, "Computer Uttilization of Sequential HIypothesis
Testing for Detection and Classification of Sonar Signals," "I'RC(RDocument No. 67-717-U, 27 October 1967.
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which is not a problem in the wideband passive SLR since the number

of resolution cells (beams) is limited.

The procedure is essentially to adjust the design

signal-to-noise ratio to minimize the signal-to-noise ratio that

will give a positive log likelihood value with probability 0.5

after the logarithm of the track window size is subtracted (This

is necessary to adjust for noise branching. ). The motivation of

this procedure is that any track with a greater signal-to-noise

ratio will give a positive log likelihood ratio (adjusted for

tracking) with probability greater than 0.5 and, therefore, will

tend to integrate above any preset upper threshold.** This is not

* the sharpest criterion one may establish. For instance a more

desirable criterion would be to choose the design signal-to-noise

ratio which minimizes the track signal-to-noise ratio that gives

0.5 probability of crossing for a threshold preset to yield a given

probability of false alarm. However, this latter criterion is

dependent on the probability of false alarm and is more difficult

f to analyze. The positive log likelihood ratio criterion is very

easy to analyze and appears to give nearly the same answer in the

wideband passive case.

The log likelihood ratio equation of the assumed

wideband pabsive sonar systems is given by Equation (4-3),

L(Y) -Yo/(l + n) - M log(l + o)

Adjusting for a tracking window with N independent samples in it,

yields

L'(Y). Yo/(l i) - N log(l + 1)- log N (5-)

IH. A. Reeder, "Reduction of Computer Requirements for the
Sequential Likelihood Ratio Processor, rRACOR Document T70-AU-7242-U.

*1 *This may be related to the Gambler.s Ruin problem where the
gambling house has infinite resources and a greater than 0.5
probability of winning. Over an arbitrary number of trials, the
house will ruin any gambler wit'i finite risources.

*1!.
l1
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Using the fact that the Y's are approximately Gaussianly distributed,

a sample from a signal-plus-noise distribution with parameter o'

N! '~will be greater than Z with probability 0.5 if Z is chosen such

that

Z - M(l + 0') 0
/(1 + 0')M

or

Z = M(l + P')

That is, samples from a Gaussian distribution are greater than the

mean with probability 0.5. Substituting this value into equation

(5-1) yields

L(Z) l +i ,P-' P M log ( + o) -log N =0 (5-2)

Note that using this value we are guaranteed that the

Pr(L(Y) a L(Z)) = 0.5

for samples from a distribution with signal-to-noise ratio parameter
P Solving Eq. (5-2) for a' gives

Q0 (M(l + 0) log(l + 0) + (1 + 0) log N)/(Mo) -1 . (5-3)

Expanding the log terms in a power series about P - 0 and neglecting

all terms of power three or greater yields

2
Pe."I• " T + (lo + 1) (5-4)

"I5

"4'7

•,i~ii;• , : .. . . . ... . ... .. • ... ., ., , ,• ... ... .. .... . .... .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... ..... ,,•i.••S b• • • , !
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We now minimize p' by setting the first derivative of Eq. (5-4)

equal to zero.

d I

- " log N/(Mo 2 ) 0

or

/2- p3 /3 = (log N)/M (5-5)

As presently configured, the wideband passive SLR processor allows

linkages to the two adjacent beams in addition to the beam on which
the target was last observed for a total of three possible linkages;

hence, N = 3. As previously derived M = 342,000, the 5 product,

of the wideband passive system. Using these parameter values,

Eq. (5-5) was solved. The proper design signal-to-noise ratio,

converted to dB is -25.9 dB. It is interesting to note that based

of a quick empirical survey* the design signal-to-noise ratio had

been tentatively set at -25 dB, less than 1 dB difference from the

analytically derived design signal-to-noise ratio.

k 5.3 Performance of the Wideband Passive SLR Processor

The performance of the wideband passive SLR processor
was assessed under a variety of operating conditions. Cases con-

sidered included tracking in bearing or not, variation of input

thresholds, different sonar processor integration times, and

variation of design signal-to-noise ratio. For low bearing rate

targets (more than 3 updates occurring in each beam), it appears

that improved performance may be obtained by not tracking between

beams. Also, increased performance may be obtained by using shorter

integration times by the sonar signal processor and allowing the

SLR processor to do the long term integration.

*HI. A. Reeder, "Eighth Quarterly Poreas iReporL," TRACOR
Document No. T72-AU-9569-U, 11 August 197
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5.3.1 Beam Tracking - A study was undertaken to assess

the value of tracking between beams. The study considered a

marginal signal-to-noise ratio track that starts in one beam and

proceeds to the next beam at a rate of 0.5 degrees per update.

The signal processor considered is one with similar output statis-

tics to the wideband passive system and is applicable to the case

at hand. Figure 5-1 shows the two typical beam patterns that

exhibit different overlapping coverage. The tracking experiment

was conducted for these two beam pattern cases. Thie results are
presented in Figs. 5-2 and 5-3. The curves give probability of

crossing a decision threshold for the SLR operating on the left

beam only, right beam only, and both beams. In addition, the
probability of marking at least one beam of the single beam only

tracker is shown. To calculate this latter probability, statis-

tical independence of the beams was assumed. This is not a good

assumption, and the performance of the single beam only implemen-

A tations will fall between this probability and the maximum of the

performance of the left and right beam cases (complete dependence).

From Figs. 5-2 and 5-3 it appears that tracking across beams does not
yield improved performance. As previously discussed in Section 5.1,

this latter conclusion may not be valid for higher bearing rate

targets where only two or three marks are observed in any one beanm,

but this high bearing rate would probably indicate that the target
was very close or maneuvering at a high rate of speed. Under these

H conditions the single update probability of detection should be high.

5.3.2 Effects on Performance of T'racking Window Size and
input hreshold - The effect of tracking in bearing was studied in

a dlightly different manner than above, as well as the effect of

changes in input threshold. Thie results ire presented in the form
of curves of probability of exceeding threshold versus input signal-

V .Lo-noise ratio, where the threshold is set to achieve a specified

probability of false alarm. Curves for one to ten updates are

Il .

3 ] , ` ̀  ` c .̀  ̀ ` X ` < ` • .̀ ` ` ̀e ; ̀ ; • • • •• • • , , , j ; • • • " • • ..
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presented as well as a dashed curve for the probability of threshold

crossing for a conventional non-SLR processor on a single update

basis. Performance improvement may be assessed by the difference

between SLR and non-SLR curves. Figure 5-4 shows performance when

a tracking window is used and the input data are thresholded so

that only 30% of the noise samples are entered into the computer.

Due to the thresholding and the log likelihood ratio tracking

correction, performance at lower signal-to-noise ratios is not

as good as desired.

By not tracking in beam, i.e., no tracking window,

performance may be improved as shown in Fig. 5-5. Strictly speaking,

wheu the tracking window is removed, a new design signal-to-noise

ratio should be derived, but for comparison purposes it was desirable

to hold this parameter constant. If the analysis in Section 5.2 is

carried out for no tracking windows, it indicates that an arbitrarily
small design signal-to-noise ratio should be chosen. This is

undesirable because the time to reject noise tracks as noise tracks

becomes longer and longer. Hence, the design signal-to-noise ratio

should be chosen to reject noise tracks in a reasonable length of
time. A design signal-to-noise ratio of -25.9 dB accomplishes this.

The complete removal of -the input threshold increases

performance for the lower input signal-to-noise ratios even further
as shown by Fig. 5-6. It might be well to comment here on why the

non-SI.R outperforms the SLR on a one update basis as shown by the

difference in the curve marked (1) and the non-SLR dashed curve.

The SI.R integrates noise alone tracks for tt*ore than one update on

the average- therefore, the noise background is integrated Lo a

higher level, increasing the decision threshold the S1.R signal

track statistic must exceed. For the present configuration, two

sLt updates dive approximately the same performance as the non-.St.

and further updates give much superior performance.
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Another experir eait was performed by reducing the

integration time of the wideband passive signal processor by a

factor of 10 to 0.2 min and allowing the SLR to accomplish the

long term integration. Effectively, by considering more rapid

updates, noise tracks degrade more quickly in time although the
average number of samples to rejection may increase somewhat.
The net result is a decrease in the noise integration with respect

to the signal-plus-noise track integration. The results are shown

for a -25.9 dB signal-to-noise ratio track on Fig.. 5-6. The mark

numbered (5) is after 50 updates and therefore corresponds in time

with curve 5 of the 2 ruin integration time implementation. Based

on this study, it appears that shorter integration times in the

sonar signal processor, combined with the SLR processor to accom-

plish the long term integration, is advantageous.

Figure 5-7 is the same case as k'ig. 5-6 except the
probability of false alarm has been decreased to 105. The results

are much the same; however, more updates are required to cross the

higher threshold with the same probability.

In Figs. 5-4 through 5-7, the results of SLR

processing hqve been compared with non-SLR processing on a single

update basis. When an operator is using a system, he is unlikely
to call a detection based on a single update but will use a

criterion such as "at least three marks out of thc last five
consecutive updates" to call a detection. This criterion while.

somewhat arbitrary appears to be reasonable for the probability

of false alarms considered here. tUsing a method developed by

t;reenberg,* the probability of satisfying the criterion of at

least three marks out of the last five updates for a total of

*1. Greenberg, "'tle First Occurrence of n Successes in N

Trials," Technometrics, August 1970, page 627.

,'.1
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ten updates was calculated. 'Ihe results are presented in Fig. 5-8

as the dashed curves, both for SLR and for non-SLR processed data.

The solid curves are the same as Fig. 5-6. Figure 5-8 shows that

the probability of an operator calling a detection using this

criterion on SLR output data is considerably more on the non-SLR

"I processed data. Another way of looking at these results is to

note the required input signal-to-noise ratio for 0.5 probability

of detection. For the SLR processor, this input signal-to-noise

ratio is -27.1 dB and for the non-SLR processor, -23.3 dB. For

this situation, SLR processing gains approximately 3.8 dB considering

equivalent detection performance.

5.4 Conclusions

A method has been developed to allow a general

purpose digital computer to survey the output of a wideband passive

sonar system, select promising target tracks, and integrate there

for a variable length of time, and achieve improved performance.

T'is process is based on the sequential likelihood ratio hypothesis

test which has many desirable statistical features.

Although the study concentrated on an SLR processor

for wideband passive sonar systems, techniques applicable to other

SLR implementations were developed. For instance, a method wns
developed to determine analytically the design signal-to-noise

ratio of the statistical hypothesis test. This method is particu-

larly applicable to the wideband passive SLR processor where

computer loading is light; however, it has applications in the

design of other SLR processors.

IJ, The benef its of tracking between beants was studied

extensively. It was found that*if a target may be expected to

remuain in a beanm for several updates, then tracking between beams

is not advantageous. This simpliLication of the processor reduces

-I
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the possibility of spurious noise tracks and yields improved

performance.

The most interesting and, potentially, the most

important development under this contract was the discovery of

the improved performance due to decreasing the sonar pi )cessor

integration time and allowing the SLR processor to do the long

term integration over the increased number of updates. In

previous applications it was not possible to take advantage of

this fact because the data input was limited to the ping repeti-

tion rate of an active sonar system. In a passive system, the

update rate is limited only to the time between independent

samples. In essence, the sequential test allows the integration

of signal-plus-noise tracks for the same length of time as a

given fixed integration time, but the noise tracks are integrated

for a shorter time on the average. This gives a greater relative

difference between signal-plus-noise tracks and noise alone,

In summary, the SLR processor is. ideally suited

for implementation on the output of passive sonar systems.

Available gains appear to be better than with active sonar

systems. Also, an important first step has been taken to

develop a computer besed system to integrate the outputs ot

wideband and narrowband passive sonar systems in a logical and

meaningful manner.

...

,ti
- 1
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The SLR processor has progressed from a relatively

crude one-dimensional processor into a sophisticated multidimen-
sional, multichannel processor capable of processing large amounts

of varied data types. The present emphasis is on adapting SLR

processing to the output of passive systems. It is ideally suited

for use in a passive system where its full capability of update-

to-update integration may be utilized by varying the sonar pro-

cessor' s integration time. In an active implementation the update

time is limited by the ping repetition rate which, in turn, is

determined by the target's range. In a passive system many more

track samples may be considered, exploiting the capabilities of

the sequential testing. This present study developed a SLR pro-

cessor for wideband passive sonar systems. The next logical

extension is to apply the technique to the output of a narrowband

sonar procsssor and TRACOR is under contract to do this. Also,

under that same contract the outputs of the wideband and narrowband

SLR processors will be combined as outlined in Section 3.0 of this

report.

After successful testing of the combined processor,

the next phase should be a laboratory Impi•efientation of a compl-te

hiardware Aystem to do multichannel narrowbandiwideband analysis,

normalization, SLR processing, data rate reduction, and display.

'"o accomplish this, careful analysk iof -vto•tr requvet.nts mUSL b-L

done. Hardware may thon be obtained 4nd interfaced. A representl-

tive sea data base should then be analVyed to 0hoos0% %yVtLem goftwariL
par'ameters. The ultimate goal of this projec,ýt would be a real time

Contract N00024-73-C-1201.

UZ.
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demonstration of the computer aided processor. From this

demonstration, the effectiveness of the computer aided processor

to alert a fleet sonar operator may be assessed. This, in turn,

will measure the impact of this system on the fleet.

Upon satisfactory completion of this laboratory

demonstration, the total hardware system should be installed in

fleet unit for an extensive at-sea test, Dut-ing this operational
test the computer aided alerting system should show its greatest

utility. When target incidence is low, operators tend to be less
alert and it is precisely this situation where the automatic

passive alerting system will be most useful.

N.
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Acomputer-Aided detection prcsor -has been developed for a
wideband passiwsonar system. The' processor. may be appl ied to a v ai ht~y

of pssive #ystems. In addition to the idiviidual. proces~r 1
C rauewirk for a computer system that'-accepts and analyze$ Zhe vasto

quniyo aagenerated'a modern sonar .suite has been doevt 4oýd I tic,

ou tput. Of this computer system is an Array ofalarLift funCtiong t hO LJ
mseasure. the likelihood that a given coord~inate vect~or is, thle l.
a target. The, comuer-aided dotection. processr~wdbn nil'

onar systems is based on the Sequen 0~LkliolRL~~lR y~id~

test.. Hthods were developed'in t!Ms stady to c~hoos -ri~ia I 1mýZ

ofthe processor and to analyze its -vforowunee. Thie i& a"i e~

SLA processor outperformed.-a coflvotiimil 'rv-o-,,o in~ r
reducing the required. -input ýp..~~ o

probability of dototle "'n S gIven i x 0' +ij o;~ faIs h ye+tt .Vsvv.6wita dB. %I.~. *irL ;~1 ~ hr~p'ita (Jon onl
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